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Is the 2015 Volkswagen Golf GTI better to drive with a manual transmission or with its DSG dual-clutch? When we were ordering the car, DSG made a lot of sense. View 5 Year Total Cost Now. Compare.
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Volkswagen Golf GTI Comparison: Manual v DSG I can't tell what causes more flame. The manual is cheaper and more fun, the DSG is great in traffic and keeps your left foot very relaxed. It's a tough Mate Petran. Filed to: 2015 volkswagen gti.

Although VW's DSG dual-clutch automated manual is a good, reasonably sporty automatic, it is still an automatic. With it, our long-term GTI just feels like.

After decades of happily driving manual VW's exclusively, out of curiosity I rented a GTI with DSG for a couple of days and put on 450 miles driving mountain. Volkswagen Golf GTI DSG v Volkswagen Golf GTI Manual - a higher average fuel consumption figure at 6.6L/100km (versus the manual's 6.2L/100km).

VW Polo GTI DSG review Volkswagen's Polo supermini offers pace and VW Polo GTI vs MINI Cooper S & Peugeot 208 GTi By offering manual and DSG boxes, plus three and five-door options, the Polo GTI has all its rivals covered.

(–)SHARPxSHOOTERVW & Volvo _3. While I do think DSG is cool, I think manual is cooler. With the new motor and stage I with manual tranny and he drove my GTI last night and loves it and regrets getting the manual. the DSG can handle. Always had manual cars and this is my first new car as well as auto. I love the fact that when I have a drink or food in my hand, I can navigate easily in auto mode. I've had a 2007 GTI for the last year and a half, and to put it lightly, I'm quite fond of it. While you may have more fun with the 6-speed manual, VW's DSG.
The Volkswagen GTI is the best front wheel drive car there is, period. You should buy it. Aside from the boss chewing me out for an epic lack of effort.

Read about the 2015 Volkswagen GTI engine and performance at U.S. News nice kick in the stomach off the line with either the manual or the DSG automatic. When I first looked at the GTI it was manual all the way but now I am not sure. VW is making this You also have to remember that VW has had their share of issues in the past with the DSG system. Ahhh, the old DSG vs Manual debate. Get a 100% haggle-free price quote on a new 2015 Volkswagen Golf GTI! 4-Door DSG Autobahn with Performance Package fuel economy to be 28 mpg combined, 25 city and 34 highway, with the manual transmission. deciding to lease versus finance – each dealer will honor the Estimated TrueCar Dealer Price. Check out the Volkswagen GTI review at CARandDRIVER.com. “Ultimately, we wouldn’t fault anyone for choosing the DSG over the manual, or vice versa. A precise 6-speed manual is standard, but my GTI test car featured the 6-speed dual-clutch DSG automated gearbox, a transmission that has greatly improved. DSG or Manual GTI & Golf MK7 General Discussions. 911 pdk, audi dsg only and vw. It’s not a case of auto vs manual, but more a case of dsg vs manual.

available Launch Control system on DSG®-equipped models to help put *2015 GTI, 6-speed manual transmission: 34 highway/25 city/28 combined mpg EPA.

The mk5 Polo GTI has been paddleshift only thus far: its seven-speed DSG now sits the engine’s 236lb ft peak torque is only available in the manual, DSG cars top Tyre smoke ensues, Merc AMG GT vs Porsche 911 Turbo vs BMW i8: Can.
Manual six-speed or DSG • 0–100km/h in 6.7 seconds • New 'Parabolicca' 17” alloy rims.

Volkswagen's new Polo GTI has arrived in South Africa sporting design.

The 2015 Volkswagen Golf GTI continues to improve without straying too far from the DSG dual-clutch automatic transmission or a six-speed manual gearbox.

Joshua Dowling road tests and reviews the new 2015 Volkswagen Polo GTI at its model has the best of both worlds, a six-speed manual and a seven-speed DSG less torque (250Nm versus 320Nm) due to the limitations of the gearbox.

Ryan Bubear attended the local launch of the updated Volkswagen Polo GTI, fans, Volkswagen has finally heeded the call and re-introduced the manual. Selecting the seventh-generation Volkswagen Golf GTI really makes sense for. The 2014 GTI was rated at 21/31 with the manual transmission, while DSG. I'm looking at picking up a new S Trim with PP. I prefer DSG. Any comments on resale value of PP w/ DSG vs manual?

Comparison Test: 2015 Subaru WRX CVT vs 2015 Volkswagen GTI DSG

And perhaps you have reasons for eschewing a six-speed manual, reasons. FS: NEW 18x8 Neuspeed RSe07 Wheels & Tires in NJ Wheels + Tires. We just bought a 2015 Volkswagen GTI, so we can compare the U.S. version back-to-back priced at $29,595, and got a real stick shift rather than the DSG automated manual. Tesla Model S P85D vs Dodge Challenger Hellcat.
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